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Abstract:- The ability to predict links among data objects is
central to many data mining tasks such as social network,
business analytics, and recommendation system. Link Mining
and temporal link prediction is emerging trend in recent
years. Link mining deals with heterogeneous and
homogeneous data sources that generates link data and this
link data provides scope for collaborative filtering tasks,
which is a prime requirement in recommending systems and
a significant role is played in predictive analytics .The
proposed introduction of Neighbourhood Integrated Matrix
Factorization method improves the accuracy of missing value
predictions as pre-heuristic task of Neighbourhood Similarity
Computation which produces object profiles. In general, link
prediction problem is modelled as, given link data for times 1
through T, the task is to predict links at time T+1, And if
data has underlying periodic structure, up to what extend
predictions
can
be
made
in
future
time
T+2,T+3………T+k.(k>0).
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graph, where nodes correspond to the data objects
(e.g., people) and edges correspond to the links (e.g., a
phone call was made between two people). The link
structure of the resulting graph can be exploited to
detect underlying groups of objects, predict missing
links, rank objects, and handle many other tasks
[1].Link mining refers to data mining techniques that
explicitly consider these links when building predictive
or descriptive models of the linked data. Commonly
addressed link mining tasks include object ranking,
group detection, collective classification, link
prediction and sub graph discovery. This is actually an
exciting, and rapidly increasing area. There is not yet

Neighbourhood

Integrated Matrix Factorization, Predictive
Temporal link prediction.

comprehensive framework that can support a
combination of link mining tasks as needed for many

Analytics.,

real applications.
Link prediction is a sub-field of
social network analysis. It is concerned with the

I. INTRODUCTION

problem of predicting the (future) existence of links
amongst nodes in a social network. The link prediction
problems is interesting in that it investigates the
relationship between objects, while traditional data
mining tasks focuses on objects themselves [3].

Many objects and entities in the world are dependent,
and linked to many other objects through a diverse set
of relationships: people have friends, family and coworker’s: scientific papers have authors , venues , and
references to other papers; web pages links to other

Dynamic interactions over time add another dimension
to challenge of mining and predicting link structure.

web pages and have hierarchical structures; proteins
have locations and functions, and interact with other
proteins. In link mining, the connections among
objects are explicitly modeled to improve performance
in task such as classification, clustering, and ranking,
as well as enabling new applications, such as link
prediction. Most link mining problems have a great
deal of uncertainty as well. Link data is typically very
noisy and incomplete [2]. The data in different analysis

This study focuses on basic link mining tasks and the
problem of temporal link prediction. In this problems
given link data for T time steps, can one predict the
relations among data objects at time T+1,T+2,…..,T+k.
where (k >0), is a point of interest. Section 2 of this
review is to introduce the various link mining tasks and
addresses the categories of link mining taxonomy that
includes object, link and graph. Various time series

applications such as social networks, communication
networks, web analysis, and collaborative filtering

analysis approaches for statistical data and proposed
“Neighbourhood Integrated Matrix Factorization”

consists of relationships, which can be considered as
links, between objects. For example, two people may

method in state space approach for matrix factorization
is been discussed in section 3. [1]

be linked to each other if they exchange emails or
phone calls. These relationships can be modelled as a
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II.

.
Cite:
predicting
when two
citations
are
referring
to the
same
paper.

LINK MINING TASK

Eight link mining tasks that are broadly categorized as
tasks that focus on objects, links, or graphs.
Table I. Link Mining tasks taxonomy [32].

S
r.
N
o

Task of
Interest

Goal

Link Related task(link prediction)

Approa
ch

Example

Work
Contributed

Prioritize set
of objects by
exploiting
link
structure of
graph

Page
Rank
Hits

Web
Informati
on
retrieval

Leskovec
et.Al.[7]

Predicting
the class or
label of an
object based
on
its
attributes
and its links
and
attributes of
linked
objects

Machin
e
learnin
g
classifi
er

Web:predi
ct the
category
of a web
page
,based on
words that
occur on
the web
page,links
between
pages .

Lu and
Getoor et .al
[9]

5

Link type
classificati
on

Object Related Tasks
1

2

Link based
object
ranking

Link based
object
classificati
on

J.Kleinberg
et.al .[8]

3

4

Object
Clustering

Object
identificati
on

Predicting
when a set
of entities
belong to the
same group
based
on
clustering
both object
attribute
values and
link
structure

Group
detectio
n

Predicting
when two
objects are
the
same,based
on their
attribute and

Entity
resoluti
on

Sna:
identifyin
g
communit
ies and
tribes.

Web:
predict
when two
sites are
copy of
each other

Predicting
Link
Existence
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Predicting
whether a
link exits
between two
objects.

Collabo
rative
filterin
g
approac
hes

Web:predi
ct if there
will be a
link
between
two pages

coauthorship
.
Predicting
whether a
paper will
cite other
paper.
Graph related tasks

Li et.al.[11]

Web:
predict
advertise
ment link
or
navigation
al link:
predict an
advisoradvisee
relationshi
p.

Cite:
predicting
the
participati
on of
objects/au
thors in
events of

S.waasserma
n et.al [10]

Cite:
identify
research
communit
ies.

Model
based
probabi
listic
approac
hes

Getoor et.al
[12]

Epi :
predicting
whether
contact is
familiar,c
oworker
or
acquainta
nce.
6

Cite:Predi
ct the
topic of a
paper ,
based on
word
occurrenc
es
,citations,
cocitation
s.

Predicting
type or
purpose of
link based
on
properties of
the
participating
objects

Liben
nowell et.al
[13]
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Sub graph
discovery

Graph
classificati
on

Find
characteristi
cs sub graph

Goal is to
categorised
an enter
graph as
positive or
negative
instance of a
concept

Focus
of
graph
base
data
mining

Bioprotein
structure
discovery

Schema
mappin
g,
schema
discove
ry,
schema
reform
ulation

Citematching
between
two
bibliograp
hic
sources

link occurrence is preferably modelled as a sequence of
binary states or occurrence frequencies. In this scenario, if
occurrence of a link at a particular time represented using
a random variable (binary or real-valued depending on
whether binary occurrences or occurrences are modelled),
we are dealing with a multivariate time series data with
large number of variables. Time series analysis is a wellestablished field in statistics which provides systematic
approaches to modelling of data with time correlations.
There have been many recent studies on dynamic or
evolving networks that consider temporal connectivity
data. Most such studies convert the temporal connectivity
data into a sequence of non over lapping network
snapshots by aggregating links within each discrete unit of
time period into a graph. The majority of such studies
extend from the main body of network science literature to
characterize the time-varying structure of the graph series,
such as density and diameter [16], sub graph and cycle
structures [17],and cluster formation patterns [18], based
on empirical temporal network data.

Cook and
holder et.al
[14]

Chemchemical
structure
discovery

King et .al
[15]

Webdiscoverin
g schema
from
unstructur
ed or
semistructured
data

The link prediction literature is largely based on this
fundamental assumption that the network structure itself
has predictive information regarding the hidden or future
links. Theoretically, an ideal time series link analysis
framework would need to integrate temporal and structural
link dependencies simultaneously [4].
B.
State Space Approach
The state space system models are useful concepts to
represent relations, interactions and to build up tools for
predicting the collective behaviour of entities. An input
output model expresses the behaviour of an open system
that interacts with its environment, in a causal manner(the
past and the present of the system shape its future),which
takes from its environment(input ,or stimulus) and gives to
its environment(output ,or response).If one is interested in
the behaviour of an observable(measurable) open system
,then one should observe the system for some time for
stimulus-response relations and construct an input-output
model that suitably fits to these observations. A similar
causal model (local in time) is the state-space
representation of an open system, where the underlying
system’s behaviour is represented by its state and its
response to an input at that state [5].The collection of all
possible (admissible) states of a system is known as the
state-space. In order to predict the future states of a
dynamic system, with minimum mean square error, one
can design a recursive predictor based on the current
estimate and the current filtered estimation error. The good
estimate of the state of a linear system from partial
observation is known as kalman filter [4], [5].
C.
Collaborative Filtering Method
Collaborative filtering methods are widely adopted in
commercial recommender systems [19], [20], [21].There
are two types of collaborative filtering approaches which
are widely studied: neighbourhood-based (memory
based) and model-based. The most analysed example of
neighbourhood-based collaborative filtering include userbased approaches [22], [23], item-based approaches [24],

Biomapping
between
two
medical
ontology

*web data (web) bibliographic data (cite) social network
analysis (sna), biological data (bio) chemical data (chem),
epidemic data (epi)

III.

TEMPORAL LINK PREDICTION

Combined approach of static graph link prediction
algorithms and time series model produced significantly
improved predictions than static graph link prediction
methods, demonstrating the great potential of integrated
methods that exploit both interlink structural dependencies
and intra-link temporal dependencies. This section
introduces the time series link prediction problem, taking
into consideration temporal evolutions of link occurrences
to predict link occurrence probabilities at a particular time
and predicting the missing values to fill the sparse user
item matrix.
A.
Time Series Analysis
Most of the literature on link prediction has been
formulated based on a static network setup, where a partial
network structure is known and the objective is to predict
the hidden links of the underlying complete network. In
such a static network, link occurrence is modelled as a
onetime event and the primary interest is on the existence
of the linkages rather than the timing of the occurrence or
frequency or occurrences. However, in many application
settings that involve dynamic evolving networks/graphs,
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matrix is users
which represent rows and other
dimension of the matrix is item which represents columns.
Use this user-item matrix made in
previous step, as
input to “Neighbourhood Integrated Matrix Factorization
method” (NIMF Method).Execute NIMF method as a two
phase process as mentioned in below steps.
2.
In phase 1, calculate the user similarities using
PCC (Pearson correlation coefficient) and determine a set
of Top-K similar users for each user.PCC can be
calculated by using following formula,
where J is the subset of items where this item information
is available for both user i and user k, Rij is the item value
j observed by service user i , and Ri and Rk are the
average of different item values observed by service.user i
and k, respectively. From this definition, the similarity of
two users i and k, PCC ( i, k), is in the interval of [1:1],
where a larger PCC value indicates higher user similarity.

[25], and their fusion [26], [27].User based approaches
predict the missing values of a
user based on the values of similar users. Item based
approaches predict the missing values of a current user
based on the computed information of items similar to
those chosen by current user. Neighbourhood based
approaches often use the PCC algorithm [21] and the VSS
algorithm [24] as the similarity computation methods.
PCC-based collaborative filtering approaches generally
can achieve higher prediction accuracy than VSS-based
algorithms, since PCC considers the differences of the user
value characteristics.
In model based approaches on the other hand
training data sets are used to train a predefine model.
Examples of model-based approaches include the
clustering model [28], aspect model [29], and so on.
Recently several matrix factorisation methods [30], [31],
[32] have been proposed for collaborative filtering. These
methods focus on fitting the user-item matrix with lowrank approximations, which is engaged to make further
predictions. The premise behind a low dimensional factor
model is that there is only a small number of factors
influencing the values in the user-item matrix, and that a
user’s factor vector is determined by how each factors
applies to that user. The neighbourhood-based methods
utilize the values of similar users or items for making
value prediction, while model-based methods, like matrix
factorization models, employ all the value information of
the matrix for making value prediction. Different from
previous work this approach takes advantage of both local
information of similar users and global information of the
whole matrix to achieve prediction accuracy [1].
D.
Neighbourhood
Integrated
Matrix
Factorisation
NIMF approach makes best utilization of both the local
information of similar users and the global information of
all the available values in the user-item matrix to achieve
better prediction accuracy. This approach is designed as a
two-phase process. In phase 1 user similarity is calculated
using PCC and a set of Top-K similar users. Then based
on neighborhood information NIMF approach is proposed
to predict the missing values in user-item matrix.
Our proposed approach for temporal missing value
prediction contains following steps of execution [1].
1.

3.
In Phase 2, (let user-item matrix is of ‘m * n’),
introduce a new dimension ‘l’ and Factorize user-item
matrix into two matrices U and V where Matrix U is of ‘l
* m’ and Matrix V is of ‘l * n’. In Matrix U, for every user
out of ‘n’, there will be list of ‘l’ users which are similar to
this user. In Matrix V, correspond to every user in Matrix
U, there will be item value in Matrix V.
More specifically, each column of U
performs as a “factor vector” for a user, and each column
of V is a linear predictor for item value, predicting the
entries in the corresponding column of the user-item
matrix R based on the “factors” in U.
4. Set of Top-K similar users of user ui and Sik is the
normalised similarity score between user ui and Sik is
the normalised similarity score between user ui and user
uk, which can be calculated by

S ik =

To minimize root mean square error and in order to
complete missing values in prediction matrix.

CONCLUSIONS
The link prediction problem is a central to many data
mining task and has gained attention for many predictive
analytic tasks.
The proposed work of temporal link
prediction has focused on capturing temporal dynamics so
as to provide better accuracy in prediction tasks. The
proposed method of Neighborhood Integrated matrix
factorization has scope for improving scalability issue over
traditional link prediction approaches. Neighborhood
Integrated Matrix Factorization approach systematically
fuses the neighborhood-based and model-based
collaborative filtering approaches to achieve higher
prediction accuracy.

Convert available time series data into proper
format (user-item matrix format)

PCC(i, k ) =

∑ j∈J ( R ij −R i)(Rkj − Rk )
∑ j∈J ( Rij − Ri ) 2

∑

j∈J

Pcc(i, k )
∑ k∈T (i ) PCC (i, k )

( Rkj − Rk ) 2

where following two things are known that what data is
available and what data is missing. One dimension of this
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